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When Russian mafia boss Semion Mogilevich [linked to Manafort, Trump, Putin] tried to cut a deal with FBI/DOJ
on his 2006 money laundering charges, Bruce Ohr refused. Ohr also helped revoke Oleg Deripaska's visa. Now
he's a target of Trump.  
#Maddow

https://nyti.ms/2MNxhiz

Bruce Ohr Fought Russian Organized Crime. Now He’s a Target of Trump.
Mr. Ohr, a longtime Justice Department official, was targeted in attacks by the
president and his allies for links to the Russia investigation. He could lose his
security clearance.

https://nyti.ms/2MNxhiz
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Recall, an earlier target of Trump's was ex-deputy FBI director Andy McCabe, who in 2003, became FBI
supervisory special agent of the Eurasian Organized Crime Task Force, New York Division [right in Trump's
backyard]. 
Any wonder Trump hated him? 
#Maddow
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^ Andrew McCabe was the FBI supervisory special agent of the 
Eurasian Organized Crime Task Force, New York Division. Any 
surprise that Trump is pushing Grassley, Gowdy, and Sessions 
to fire him?#Maddow twitter.com/dcpoll/status/…
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^ FYI: "In 2003, special agent with the FBI in the NY Division Andrew 
McCabe became supervisory special agent of the –Eurasian 
Organized Crime Task Force–" 
Can't imagine why Trump is pushing Sessions & GOP lawmakers to 
have him fired #Maddow twitter.com/dcpoll/status/…

7:40 PM - Dec 20, 2017

168 124 people are talking about this

Also a Trump target: ex-Mueller team Lisa Page who has a serious record of going after the Russian mafia –
particularly, Semion Mogilevich, whose associates owned Trump Tower condos. Father of Trump business partner
Felix Sater was a Mogilevich Lt. 
#Maddow

https://bit.ly/2Nl8OOq

What does Robert Mueller's team tell us about the Russia investigation?
Seasoned lawyers with a depth of experience that includes the investigations into
Watergate, Enron and the bombings of the US embassies in east Africa won’t be
intimidated by the intense spotlight, e…

https://bit.ly/2Nl8OOq
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Another favorite target of Trump: Peter Strzok, lead agent on the 2010 espionage case that led to the arrest of 10
Russian spies embedded in the US, posing as Americans, working to destabilize the country. 
#Maddow
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Peter Strzok, who worked on some of the most secretive 
Russian espionage investigations in recent years, including the 
"Illegals" spy ring: “F*ck the cheating motherf*cking Russians. 
Bastards. Conniving cheating savages. I’m glad I’m on Team 
USA.”#Maddow 
1:51 AM - Jul 12, 2018

881 477 people are talking about this

The Russian mafia – Semion Mogilevich in particular – must be very pleased with Trump's relentless attacks and
targeted smear campaigns on DoJ officials who focus on Russian intelligence and Russian organized crime. via

 @maddow

Maddow Blog
@MaddowBlog

It is hard to gauge the lasting impact of Republican attacks on 
DoJ officials who focus on Russian intelligence and Russian 
organized crime, but the Russia mafia must be pleased.
1:59 AM - Aug 29, 2018

3,849 2,676 people are talking about this

Trump’s favorite targets in the Russia probe – Ohr, Page, Weissman, McCabe – spent their careers in DOJ & FBI
investigating organized crime & money laundering, particularly the Russian mafia [an arm of Putin's Intelligence
Services]. 
by 

https://bit.ly/2C3abjF

@natashabertrand

Trump’s Top Targets in the Russia Probe Are Experts in Organized Crime
Some of President Trump’s favorite targets in the Russia probe have spent their
careers in the Justice Department and the FBI investigating organized crime and
money laundering, particularly as they …

https://bit.ly/2C3abjF
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Natasha Bertrand
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Trump’s fixation with seeing Bruce Ohr fired could be perceived 
as another attempt to undermine the investigation. It could also 
be interpreted as an attack on someone with deep knowledge of 
the shady characters Trump and his cohort have been linked to. 
theatlantic.com/amp/article/56…
10:35 PM - Aug 30, 2018

6,291 3,456 people are talking about this

Trump’s Top Targets in the Russia Probe are…
Some of President Trump’s favorite targets in the
Russia probe have spent their careers in the
Justice Department and FBI investigating
theatlantic.com

Trump’s links to Russia lead straight to organized crime & the name Semion Mogilevich pops up more than any
other. By attacking Ohr [Page & McCabe], Trump is trying to keep his many ties to Mogilevich from unraveling. 
by   #Maddow

https://bit.ly/2wA3zDd

@craigunger @just_security

Understanding Trump vs. Bruce Ohr: Think Russia’s top crime boss, Se…
Amidst President Donald Trump’s ongoing threats to revoke security clearances
from various critics, perhaps the most mysterious person on his enemy

https://bit.ly/2wA3zDd
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From 2007-2013, Felix Sater [while working for Trump] served 
as advisor to now-convicted Sergei Polonsky's Mirax Group, 
which partnered with Semion Mogilevich-linked company 
Sistema and Mogilevich crony Yuri Luzhkov, the disgraced 
former mayor of Moscow.on.wsj.com/2wYjnTd
2:53 AM - Aug 31, 2018
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